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edge of the Self; subconscious-impressions of experiences (in previous existences); the
means of regulating the breath, (by) filling (the lungs), holding (them) inflated, and
emptying (them); the prescriptions of the eight * aids' [to Yoga, listed p. 109, line 13]
(that may be) groupt as six [by grouping the last three as one, called ' restraint/ Yoga-
sutra iii. 4], (which constitute) the hexad of means-for-attainmg Yoga; (the methods of)
Forced-concentration [Hatha-Yoga], Charm-concentration [Mantra-YJ, and the
supreme Royal-concentration [Raja-Y.], and the science of bringing the body under
control, and the procedure for Absorption-concentration [Laya-Y.; on these four tech-
nical Yoga-practices see e. g. Oman, Mystics, Ascetics and Saints of India, pp. 172 f.]; all
that the king constantly studied in the company of that great man. [23]
After a series of evenings had past, the king once askt the philosopher: " Tell me,
reverend sir, how many are your years ? " Then the great man replied: " Why do you
ask that ? An ascetic who roams at will does not follow the usual course; he lives to
be a hundred or a thousand years old, according to his own desire." " Who has that
power ? " Thus questioned he said again: " The power of doing everything may be
obtained from ascetic practice, which is the procedure [krama] for escape [gati] from
the calamity of the round of existence, from birth to old age. Time may be brought
under control by means of the * door-shutting ' (ascetic posture). Steadfastness in
devotion to this is the chief thing here, O king; and after freedom from the practice
of that [that is, after having completely mastered that], the * striking-of-the-nose
(with the feet) ' posture. If you are desirous of knowing about this, then I will tell
you the way by which, if you merely follow it out, your body, free from old age and
death, and invulnerable, will partake of immortality." [37]
Being watered by the nectar-like essence of that great mail's words, the kandali-
blossom [a flower which appears suddenly and abundantly at the appearance of the
autumnal rains] of the king's desire unfolded widely. The wise man aroused his being;
his eyes opened wide with excitement, his eyebrows were somewhat agitated, and the
fold of his lips quivered. Then straightway the philosopher said kindly to the king:
"Tell me what you desire, 0 king." " Tell me, my lord, how immortality may be ob-
tained." Thus askt by the king he then taught him a charm, telling him with definite
prescriptions the way to use its powers. Having acquired the magic charm and given
a fee to the teacher, the king went forth with his leave, and proceeded to the forest.
There, taking to himself forest fruits as food, with matted locks [as worn by ascetics]
and clad in bast, the king performed the three ritual ablutions, and devotedly repeated
the charm, while every day he sacrificed with durva-grass and with honey-and-sesame.
A year past by while the king was thus engaged. Then from the sacrificial fireplace
there came forth a man of dark purple color, who gave the king a fruit for immortality,
and disappeared. Having obtained his desires, Vikramaditya returned slowly to
Ujjayini. [55]
But upon the way the king saw a certain crippled brahman. This brahman,
whose hands and feet were afflicted by his disease, produced by old age [literally, by
time], begged the king with a sigh for a remedy to save his life. Then the king thought:
" I have no medicine here, and this man cannot reach the city; what can be done in
such a case ? In ancient times some kings of old gave up even their own lives upon
request, and gained lasting glory thereby. But this afflicted branman here asks me
not for money, not for my body, nor for my life that is so hard to part with, but merely
for medicine. By giving ^™ tMs fruit I shall save yon brahman; this is now the bell-

